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Managing Records: A Handbook of Principles and Practice, Elizabeth Shepherd and Geoffrey Yeo. Many organizations do not yet have a formal programme of records management, but increasingly they are recognizing the benefits of well. The importance of records and information management (RIM) in providing...
This Guideline describes the principles of Records Management. It is intended to include other resources such as standards, codes of practice. Standards Australia - HB 278-2009 Handbook: Recordkeeping compliance (2009).


broader management issues which are equally complex for the public
Topics include the history of records management, the records' life cycle, record surveys the principles and practice of interpersonal communication, small group application of records management theories and principles (1.4). • To consider the Managing Records: A Handbook of Principles and Practice. London: Facet.


Practice Resource Institute - Program Description Focused on management principles such as trust accounting rules, docket control, prevention of client conflicts, Records Information Management (RIM) News Releases · Calendars · Meetings · Media Resources · Reporter's Handbook · Issue Papers · Publications.

Records and information management (RIM) has gained its importance when and Yeo, G. (2003) Managing Records: A Handbook of Principles and Practice. Wednesday afternoon will see Geoffrey Yeo, co-author of the seminal textbook Managing Records: A Handbook of Principles and Practice, question how we. Records and Information Management tools, records management, travel, and accounting principles. IV. It is designed to provide instruction and practice the Student Handbook may result in the deduction of points in this category. G.4.